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Description
This document addresses the procedures for guided tissue regeneration.
The plan performs review of guided tissue regeneration due to contractual requirements that
necessitate benefits for dental services meet specific contract requirements. For example, plan
contract(s) may require the provision of benefits for services that meet generally accepted standards of
dental care at the lowest cost that properly addresses the patient’s condition. The conclusion that a
particular service is medically or dentally necessary does not constitute an indication or warranty that
the service requested is a covered benefit payable by the dental plan.
Clinical Indications
Guided tissue regeneration is a surgical procedure used to achieve new bone, cementum and PDL
attachment to a periodontally diseased tooth. Guided tissue regeneration may be appropriate for:
• Class II furcation involvement
• Vertical defects (intrabony and infrabony)
• Use in conjunction with bone grafting
Dental review as it applies to accepted standards of care means dental services that a Dentist,
exercising prudent clinical judgment, provides to a patient for the purpose of evaluating, diagnosing or
treating a dental injury or disease or its symptoms, and that are: in accordance with the generally
accepted standards of dental practice; , in terms of type, frequency and extent and is considered
effective for the patient's dental injury or disease; and is not primarily performed for the convenience of
the patient or Dentist, is not cosmetic and is not more costly than an alternative service.
For dental purposes, "generally accepted standards of dental practice" means:
•
•
•
•

Standards that are based on credible scientific evidence published in peer-reviewed, dental
literature generally recognized by the practicing dental community
specialty society recommendations/criteria
the views of recognized dentists practicing in the relevant clinical area
any other relevant factors from credible sources
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Criteria
1. Guided tissue regeneration should generally be confined to vertical, multi-walled or narrow
defects with areas of vertical bone loss or class II furcation defects.
2. Guided tissue regeneration procedures are generally limited to treatment of periodontal and
peri-implant defects (dependent upon group contract).
3. Guided tissue regeneration procedures associated with endodontic therapies or with minor
periradicular surgery are typically not a covered benefit as bone heals by secondary intention.
4. Documentation of the necessity of guided tissue regeneration for periodontal purposes must
include all associated, diagnostic, recently dated, properly oriented, and identified radiographic
images demonstrating vertical bone defects.
5. Current (within 12 months), dated periodontal charting (6-point periodontal charting as
described by AAP and ADA) indicating pocket depths of a minimum of 5mm.
6. Guided tissue regeneration is not considered for benefits when performed in conjunction with
soft tissue grafting procedures.
7. Benefits for guided tissue regenerations may be allowed when performed in conjunction with
dental implants dependent on group contract.
8. The use of biologic materials for soft or osseous tissue regeneration will not be considered in
conjunction with guided tissue regenerations.
9. Guided tissue regeneration procedures include post-operative management for the immediate
three months following surgery as well as for any surgical re-entry for three years (group
contract dependent).
10. For major guided tissue regeneration (reconstructive) procedures, the patient’s medical plan
should be checked for coverage.
Coding
The following codes for treatments and procedures applicable to this document are included below for
informational purposes. Inclusion or exclusion of a procedure, diagnosis or device code(s) does not
constitute or imply member coverage or provider reimbursement policy. Please refer to the member's
contract benefits in effect at the time of service to determine coverage or non-coverage of these services
as it applies to an individual member.
CDT

including but not limited to:

D3432 Guided tissue regeneration, resorbable barrier, per site, in conjunction with periradicular
surgery
D4266 Guided tissue regeneration – resorbable barrier, per site
D4267 Guided tissue regeneration – non-resorbable barrier, per site (includes membrane removal)
IDC-10 CM Diagnoses for Dental Diseases and Conditions: See the current CDT code book for details
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Federal and State law, as well as contract language, and Dental Policy take precedence over Clinical UM
Guidelines. We reserve the right to review and update Clinical UM Guidelines periodically. Clinical
guidelines approved by the Clinical Policy Committee are available for general adoption by plans or
lines of business for consistent review of the medical or dental necessity of services related to the
clinical guideline when the plan performs utilization review for the subject. Due to variances in
utilization patterns, each plan may choose whether to implement a particular Clinical UM Guideline. To
determine if review is required for this Clinical UM Guideline, please contact the customer service
number on the member's card.
Alternatively, commercial or FEP plans or lines of business which determine there is not a need to
adopt the guideline to review services generally across all providers delivering services to Plan’s or line
of business’s members may instead use the clinical guideline for provider education and/or to review
the medical or dental necessity of services for any provider who has been notified that his/her/its
claims will be reviewed for medical or dental necessity due to billing practices or claims that are not
consistent with other providers, in terms of frequency or in some other manner.
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